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The plot revolves around Â .The Triumph of the Woman The Triumph of the Woman (German: Die Frau triumft) is a 1924 German silent drama film directed by Carl Froelich and starring Oskar Werner, Brigitte Helm and Grete Reinwald. It was based on the 1916 novel of the same title by Frieda Dekelmann. It was made by the German production company Gloria Film at the
Babelsberg Studios. It was shot using the KaroBarsky system of cinematography. Cast Oskar Werner as Erich Geffenden Brigitte Helm as Gabriele Holter Grete Reinwald as Elli Berg Charles Francois as Graf von Schübeln Olga Limburg as Die Tochter Martha Diehl as Die Tochter Lise Shreeves as Die Tänzerin Max Pechstein as Von Geffenden Emil Rameau as Polizeibeamter
Minna Flemming as Die Beraterin Karl Platen-Jezek as Der Offizier Emil Czifra as Kajek Curt Goetz as Beamter References Bibliography Bock, Hans-Michael & Bergfelder, Tim. The Concise CineGraph. Encyclopedia of German Cinema. Berghahn Books, 2009. External links Category:1924 films Category:German films Category:Films of the Weimar Republic Category:German

silent feature films Category:Films directed by Carl Froelich Category:Films of the 1920s Category:German black-and-white films Category:1920s drama films Category:German drama filmsNew alumina enrichment method for reduction of trichloroethylene in drinking water. Gas microdiffusion and zero air distillation were conducted to develop new alumina enrichments for
the removal of trichloroethylene (TCE) from drinking water. A reaction vessel with a gas permeable membrane was employed to facilitate heterogeneous gas diffusion and to eliminate the need for any supplementary stirring. Zero air distillation was conducted in a second reaction vessel. Silica gel is a precursor for aluminium (Al) enrichment, and the kinetics of this process

were investigated. The primary reaction rate involved Al evaporation from a solution with a large surface area
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